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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the House of Marley Get Together Bluetooth Audio System EM-JA006-MI,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Bluetooth Speakers House of Marley.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the House of Marley Get Together Bluetooth Audio System EM-JA006-MI

        The user manual for the House of Marley Get Together Bluetooth Audio System EM-JA006-MI provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Mobile  -  Speakers  -  Bluetooth Speakers.
        


        The Midnight Get Together Bluetooth Audio System from House of Marley can play back audio from both compatible Bluetooth devices as well as sources with a 1/8" audio output. Its construction features a bass reflex enclosure for accentuated bass response, a solid bamboo baffle, and rear housing covered in House of Marley's REWIND material, made of a combination of recycled plastic, organic cotton, and hemp. 

 The system has dual 3.5" woofers and dual 1" tweeters and can produce up to 16 watts of output. It is designed for fast Bluetooth pairing and will automatically reconnect with the last connected Bluetooth device. Its controls include power, volume adjustment, and Bluetooth pairing and disconnect. A built-in rechargeable battery provides up to 8 hours of operation; a universal power supply is also included.        
      
	        
        If you own a House of Marley bluetooth speakers and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the House of Marley Get Together Bluetooth Audio System EM-JA006-MI in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the House of Marley Get Together Bluetooth Audio System EM-JA006-MI:
 	 Output Power 	 16 W  
	 Driver 	 2x 3.5" / 88.90 mm
2x 1" / 25.40 mm 
	 Channels 	 2 
	 Input/Output 	 1x 1/8" (3.5 mm) Mini Line-in 
	 Battery 	 Qty: 1
Type: Internal Rechargeable Lithium-ion  
Music Streaming Time: 8 Hours 
	 Enclosure type 	 Bass-reflex 
	 Power 	 100-240 VAC 
	 Dimensions 	 15.75 x 5 x 3.25" / 40.01 x 12.70 x 8.26 cm (WxHxD) 
	 Weight 	 6 lb / 2.72 kg 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 7.05 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 19.3 x 5.3 x 5.0" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the House of Marley Get Together Bluetooth Audio System EM-JA006-MI can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new bluetooth speakers, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other House of Marley users keep a unique electronic library
        for House of Marley bluetooth speakerss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the House of Marley Get Together Bluetooth Audio System EM-JA006-MI.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the House of Marley Get Together Bluetooth Audio System EM-JA006-MI, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the bluetooth speakers.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from House of Marley service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the House of Marley Get Together Bluetooth Audio System EM-JA006-MI. User manuals are also
        available on the House of Marley website under Mobile  -  Speakers  -  Bluetooth Speakers.

      






      
      
      
      Question and answer discussion forum concerning user instructions and resolving problems with the House of Marley Get Together Bluetooth Audio System EM-JA006-MI

Post new comment to House of Marley Get Together Bluetooth Audio System EM-JA006-MI

	Subject: Turns off when plugged in
	Date: 12.04.2023 10:44:23	Author: Johanna
	How do I stop my Marley Get Together Mini from turning off Automatically when it is plugged in ? 
	Reply


	Subject: Bob Marley get together speaker flashing red battery light 
	Date: 01.10.2022 02:30:44	Author: Jon head
	Hi, I have a Bob Marley get together speaker which has worked flawlessly for +6 years 

I noticed the other day that the battery charge light is flashing red in a pattern. 

Would like to know if the battery is ok or should I look to purchase a new bob Marley speaker 

Thanks Jon 
	Reply


	Subject: Charging notification
	Date: 27.12.2021 04:41:19	Author: jongmin kim
	Hi - I like my get together mini from House of Marley. except for the annoying built in instructional voice when connecting to source or charging. Is there some way to turn this off?
	Reply


	Subject: Get together Marley speaker will not turn on
	Date: 04.08.2020 04:46:53	Author: Melissa Alexander
	Is there any way to send in the speaker to have you fix it? I will pay shipping and a service fee. Thank you 907-654-4106
	Reply


	Subject: Wont switch on
	Date: 03.06.2020 16:22:45	Author: kirt
	Had this speaker just over 2 years now and stopped working funny that its out of warranty now . Only used it as a computer speaker and never removed the charging cord and was plugged in by aux . seems like its a common issue with the poor build 
	Reply


	Subject: Frustrated
	Date: 07.01.2019 02:44:24	Author: Kat
	Does anyone monitor these posts? I lick on "respond" and get someone else's complaint...I need to know how to lower the volume on the "power on/powering off" voice as well as "charging", which is very very annoying to hear every ten seconds until fully charged. HELP
	Reply


	Subject: Get Together Mini
	Date: 24.12.2018 19:46:46	Author: Kat
	Forgot to tell you the model. That might help...how do I turn off the "Power on" and "Powering Off" VERY LOUD voice???
	Reply


	Subject: Prompt voice
	Date: 22.12.2018 20:47:35	Author: Kat
	The voice when "powering on" or "powering off" is very very loud even when I have sound down low. How do I turn it off or lower the volume?
	Reply


	Subject: keeps turning itself off
	Date: 11.02.2018 23:29:24	Author: Tab
	I recently purchased the Marley Get Together (not the mini)and after a few days it has begun to turn itself off after about 15 minutes of being used. it does this repeatedly enough to have become quite bothersome. It is connected via power adapter as well as USB to my computer so I know it isn't a power supply issue. Any help will be appreciated.  
	Reply


	Subject: Reihana Marx
	Date: 29.10.2017 08:40:10	Author: Reihana Marx
	Not turning on 

It was working until it went flat and we have put it on charge for hours and it’s not turning back on. Please help
	Reply


	Subject: Annoying voice her to stay
	Date: 26.09.2017 04:44:27	Author: Leo
	Emailed the company about the vice and they said: "We are sorry but there is no way to disable the voice prompts or lower the volume, or change it to a sound notification."  

I am considering taking it apart to see if I can disable it by tinkering with the electronics but it might be an expensive experiment.  Also there doesn't seem to be an easy way to take it apart.
	Reply


	Subject: Speaker won't work with bluetooth or manual connection
	Date: 10.07.2017 10:58:44	Author: Fiona
	I'm having the same problem a lot of people are reporting. My speaker won't play without being plugged in (battery clearly not working). It also won't pair with any bluetooth device. And now, on top of that, it won't even play music when connected via cable. So I now have a $200 heavy block of wood and metal. Does Marley have any response to these issues at all?


	Reply


	Subject: disappointment
	Date: 01.07.2017 17:40:31	Author: Chris Corke
	Read over how to charge when it will not charge, by removing the back cover. That cover splintered a bit.  I got the battery out, needed some prying, not pleased with results. I cobbled it back together, and wrote on it GARBAGE - HASNT WORKED SINCE DAY 1.  Thankfully Best Buy has an e-waste spot located at the front door.
	Reply


	Subject: speaker won't power on
	Date: 12.06.2017 21:25:33	Author: amy
	I've had the speaker for almost a year and seldom use it The speaker is fully charged however won't power on. Anyone else having this issue?
	Reply


	Subject: Marley Charging
	Date: 01.06.2017 15:03:18	Author: Fay 
	Hi 



I have the Marley Get Together Speaker, how long should I leave it on charge for? Does the light go out when it's fully charged?



Many Thanks



Fay 
	Reply


	Subject: Same problem
	Date: 22.05.2017 11:53:36	Author: Matteo
	Hi, do you resolve it? Can tell me how do you fix it?
	Reply


	Subject: Unit not turning on
	Date: 17.05.2017 18:59:09	Author: Daveland3D
	I did what you suggested but there is no charging point on the side of the battery. 
	Reply


	Subject: Same question about voice prompts
	Date: 07.05.2017 15:09:49	Author: Andy
	Any way to turn the voice prompts off?
	Reply


	Subject: Fix edit
	Date: 25.03.2017 04:21:08	Author: Jamesm
	I should clarify, the charge point is on the side of the battery itself. Plug in the charger here and carefully wedge the battery inside the marley box with the charger still in the battery.

Then turn it on, this works for me.
	Reply


	Subject: Fix!
	Date: 25.03.2017 04:18:47	Author: Jamesm
	Take the back cover off the speaker and remove the battery, on the side there is a charge point, plug the charger directly into this point and place the battery back into the unit. Try turning the unit on after doing this.

I hope this helps!
	Reply


	Subject: Speakers won't work?
	Date: 21.03.2017 19:44:12	Author: Katrina
	Hi there. I can charge and connect to my Bluetooth speaker but no sound?? If I put headphones in aux In I can hear the music
	Reply


	Subject: Won't turn on
	Date: 15.03.2017 17:35:25	Author: Mathias D' Andrea Modena
	I was happy with my marley get together speaker for almost two years. Now I can't turn it on, even charging it for days. Sometimes it magically works, but most of the time I get nothing. Any clues, guys?
	Reply


	Subject: Get Together Cutting out
	Date: 04.03.2017 16:45:50	Author: James
	Sound cuts in and out. I paid a lot of money for this speaker.  What is a fix?
	Reply


	Subject: Not turning on
	Date: 02.03.2017 12:13:59	Author: Shiva
	My question is same as a lot of other people. I have charged it enough but the speaker does not turn on.  Please help
	Reply


	Subject: Connected but not playing
	Date: 24.02.2017 19:25:22	Author: Eduardo
	The speaker is connected to device (iPhone or computer) but it does not make any sound. What should I do?
	Reply


	Subject: wont turn on
	Date: 20.02.2017 08:53:25	Author: Metz
	had this speaker for over 2yrs...1 day it magically stops working,charge light is on when plugged in but it wont power on,i tried plugn phone to the usb while it was charging phone doesnt even charge...Plz help
	Reply


	Subject: Get together won't turn on 
	Date: 17.02.2017 06:03:27	Author: Brett Hargrave
	My Marley Get Together won't turn back on even after charging for days. What is the problem and how can I fix it?
	Reply


	Subject: Get together won't turn on 
	Date: 16.02.2017 05:18:34	Author: Brett Hargrave
	My Marley Get Together won't turn back on even after charging for days. What is the problem and how can I fix it?
	Reply


	Subject: Voice
	Date: 13.01.2017 04:37:53	Author: Souvanthone Vilaysouk
	Hi, did you have the answer to turn off the voice. Its very annoying. I would like to know...

Thanks you
	Reply


	Subject: House of Marley Get Together won't Power Up
	Date: 11.01.2017 06:06:50	Author: Amit
	The speaker simply won't power up. Any solution ? Any factory reset option ?
	Reply


	Subject: Built in voice 
	Date: 08.01.2017 07:38:52	Author: Duncan 
	Hi - love my get together mini from House of Marley. Very cool, except for the annoying built in instructional voice when connecting to source or charging.  Is there some way to turn this off?

Cheers 
	Reply


	Subject: stop build in voice
	Date: 03.12.2016 08:21:47	Author: Hans 
	Hello have this Marley mini now for a month and happy with it except for the build in voice 'pair' 'search' etc....

How do I get rid /stop this voice it is disturbing me and the flow of great music....or silence ;-)   

thanks for your replay, Hans 
	Reply


	Subject: Connects but no sound
	Date: 20.11.2016 17:00:30	Author: Danita McLaren
	We can connect to the Marley get Together from our devices but there is no sound. Have had it for 10 months and always worked perfectly until now. Any suggestions?
	Reply


	Subject: wont turn on 
	Date: 14.11.2016 09:32:52	Author: josiah 
	my speakers died and now that i charger it it wont even turn back on, i need help 


	Reply


	Subject: Marley Get Together
	Date: 08.11.2016 18:19:57	Author: John
	My Get together won't turn on. What should I do after charging?
	Reply


	Subject: bluetooth
	Date: 06.10.2016 04:16:12	Author: matt
	I have never been able to connect with the blue tooth from the first day I bouth the unit. Due to the lack of support on this issue I will never buy anothe house of Marley product. To be sure 
	Reply


	Subject: Will Charge but wont turn on
	Date: 08.09.2016 01:24:57	Author: Sam Crooke
	Hello, Ive been using my Marley Get Together speaker for about 6 months now and a few days ago after i had turned it off it just wont turn back on ive left it on charge for well over two days and still nothing!? Please Help! This speaker is my life D:
	Reply


	Subject: Cannot connect with Blue Tooth
	Date: 01.08.2016 01:36:34	Author: Steve
	EXTREMELY FRUSTRATED.  Like speaker, like the sound.  Since the second week, I have been unable to link the bluetooth on my new iPhone 6s with the Marley.  Have followed user manual exactly, have brought in to store twice. It always connects immediately in the store, then I try it myself right outside the store and it works.  I take it home and no connection.  The store says I cannot return it after two weeks. My wife only bought it in late June.  PLEASE HELP!!!!
	Reply
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    	BRAND LIST
        	3M
	Adobe
	Amazon
	Apple
	Canon
	Cisco
	HP
	Huawei
	IBM
	Intel
	Lenovo
	Microsoft
	Panasonic
	Philips
	Samsung
	Sony
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	Current discussions
	
Most recently discussed products:

tamron TC - Tamron 1.4x SP Pro Teleconverter for Nikon AF AF14PN-700
Posted by: john
2024-03-18 23:54:19

tamron TC manual...
 Leupold VX -1 3-9x40mm - Leupold  VX-1 3-9x40 Riflescope 113874
Posted by: Ross G Sadler
2024-03-18 03:32:18

Please email me the instruction manual for the above scope either as a pdf attachment or as a doc attachment so I can download the document directly without installing an app or any other program. Thank you....
mr - Soundcraft Technical Manual for the MH2 ZM0325-01
Posted by: elvin
2024-03-16 11:53:59

i need it...
Power - TP-Link  AC750 Wi-Fi Range Extender RE200
Posted by: Tim
2024-03-16 11:01:07

Can I plug this thing into a 220v outlet in the philippines?...
Connecting to an Android or Windows computer - Koss  BTS1 Portable Bluetooth Speaker 187155
Posted by: Paula Turzy
2024-03-14 19:26:52

Does this speaker only connect to iPhones?  I cannot connect via bluetooth to an Android phone or a windows computer. I can connect other devices to those 2 with no problem.  Just not the Koss BTS1 speaker....
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